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When Pythagoras proved his theorem about right-angled triangles, he celebrated, we are 

told, by sacrificing a cow. That must be a joke, because many Greeks and Romans believed 

that he also invented something else: vegetarianism. He is supposed to have thought that 

when people died their souls neither broke up into little bits nor went for ever to the sky or 

the Underworld but wandered around and then went back into some other body, not 

necessarily a person but perhaps a dog, a cow, or a peacock. Incidentally, have you got a 

soul? Anyway, if Pythagoras had sacrificed a cow and feasted on it, it might have had a 

human soul in it, and he would have pleaded guilty to murder and cannibalism. 

 

Not all vegetarians in ancient Greece and Rome were Pythagoreans, though. Some people 

said vegetarian food was better for your health, or eating meat unnatural for the human 

frame (wrong kind of teeth and all that); others said a vegetarian diet improved your moral 

health, because you learnt to be content with sufficiency and simplicity (in Greece meat was 

eaten fairly seldom and then usually at religious festivals noted for excess): others said 

being kind to animals was good practice for being kind to people (the English poet 

Christopher Smart described cats as 'an instrument for the children to learn benevolence 

upon', but I don't suppose his friends ate them); others said humans and other animals were 

all ultimately related and so we ought not to eat animals any more than humans; and others 

said at any rate it was unfair to eat oxen that had ploughed your fields for you or geese that 

had served you as burglar alarms. 

 

Not surprisingly, hunting was a controversial subject: some said it was an inducement to 

bloodthristiness, others a safety valve. According to modern anthropologists, it has been a 

luxury for the last 10,000 years, since agriculture started. In Antiquity people were more 

interested in when and how eating meat first came about in the history of civilization; 

fanciful descriptions or the blissful life that people led in the original Golden Age, for 

instance, usually depict them as copiously supplied with fruit, milk, and honey, and living on 

friendly terms with wild animals (you can find one of these descript ions in Virgil's fourth 

Eclogues). 

 

When Christianity arrived on the scene and included 'thou shalt not kill' among its Ten 

Commandments, people naturally asked 'thou shalt not kill what?'. Here is the saintly 

answer of Augustine: 

 



When we read 'thou shalt not kill', we do not understand this phrase to apply to 

bushes, because they have no sensation, nor to the unreasoning animals that fly, 

swim, walk, or crawl, because they are not partners with us in the faculty of reason. 

 

Some would argue (was it impossible in Latin?) that a better translation of the Hebrew or 

Greek would be 'though shalt do no murder' and one cannot murder plants or even animals. 

That would still leave it open whether killing animals and plants is wrong (are the things 

forbidden by the Ten Commandments the only things one shouldn't do"). Augustine goes 

straight to the question and gives reasons that are not just verbal quibbles. His argument 

about animals has nothing peculiarly Christian about it: Stoics would have said the same, 

and Aristotle early on in his Politics says that plants are there for the benefit of animals and 

other animals for the benefit of humans (note 'other animals'). At their worst these 

arguments are no more than a rationalization of conventional behaviour, because in fact 

most people in ancient Greece and Rome, so far as we can tell, were happy to eat meat 

without making a meal of it. Those who did practise or preach vegetarianism ran the risk of 

looking like cranks or followers of some foreign and possibly subversive cult. 

 

One famous Roman was converted to vegetarianism but gave it up for precisely that reason: 

Seneca. After running the Roman empire for Nero until disgust with Nero overpowered him, 

he wrote a collection of letters about leading a better life. In these he says next to nothing 

about Nero but often reminisces about his earlier days, and in Letter 108 he talks about the 

vegetarian phase that he went through in his youth, not long after the accession of Tiberius. 

'I will confess without a blush' he says 'how I fell in love with Pythagoras': and he reports the 

reasons for vegetarianism that one of his teachers put to him – first some of the non-

Pythagorean reasons that I have mentioned, then the Pythagorean stuff about wandering 

souls. Fired with enthusiasm, he went vegetarian, which made him feel more alert ('was I 

really'? at this date I can't say'); but it was a time when followers of un-Roman religions 

were being ejected from Rome, and his father talked him out of it. 

 

As a tailpiece to the Pythagorean argument, Seneca's teacher came up with this: 

 

Even if you don't accept the transmigration of souls (though great men have 

accepted it), don't dismiss it. If transmigration is true, vegetarianism means 

guiltlessness; if false, frugality. What do you lose by accepting it? I am snatching 

from your lips the food of lions and vultures. 

 

The colourful sentence at the end presents Seneca’s teacher as a kind of well-meaning 

Harpy (have you met the Harpies? Aeneid 3.225-58) but does nothing for the argument up 

to that point, which is really very ingenious: heads you don't lose, tails you win. 

 



A notorious argument about the existence of God has exactly the same structure. It was put 

forward in the 17th century by the French thinker Blaise Pascal and is known as Pascal's 

Wager. It goes like this. 

 

Let's suppose that we have no evidence one way or the other for the existence of 

God, the God who can send you to Heaven or Hell. Nevertheless, you can bet about 

it: in fact you can't avoid betting about it. If you bet that he exists and he does, you 

will go to Heaven for eternity: if you bet that he exists and he doesn't, it will have 

cost you only a lifetime of wasted devotion: if you bet that he doesn't exist and he 

does, you will go to Hell for eternity: if you bet that he doesn't exist and he doesn't, 

your gain will be only a lifetime of doing as you please. Bet that he exists, then, and 

you have the prospect of an infinite gain and a finite loss: bet that he doesn't, and 

you have the prospect of an infinite loss and a finite gain. Only a fool would bet 

against his existence. Moreover, the finite loss is actually no loss at all: you will have 

lived a virtuous life. 

 

It is easy to show that Pascal had read some Seneca, and no doubt he had read Letter 108. 

 

Before you rush off to place your bet, either about the existence of God or about the 

transmigration of souls, have a go at finding a fallacy either in Pascal's Wager or in the 

argument used on Seneca by his teacher. If you're stumped, turn to the back cover. After 

that, go back to paragraph 2. Do any of the non-Pythagorean arguments work? or can you 

think of others? Oh, and I almost forgot: enjoy your steak. 
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